As Above So Below - As Within So Without - 8.14.19
You are an Infinite Eternal Spirit of Unconditional Love Light Energy
Consciousness - who was never meant to be contained, but only to
shine brightly with the unique rainbow of colors and talents and
expressions of You Being You would share with the Collective that Is Us,
The One.
You came to Earth to Shine, but in putting yourself into the container of
man - encounter the Paradigm shift of Yourself as Less Than and lose
connectivity to the One, by coming to believe that you are truely Less
Than. Accepting man's truth as your own.
You journey across time and space, filling in your souls lifetime with
experiences that range from all polarity and colors of life experience.
Divine Love is about Shining Forth. Divine Love was NEVER intended
to be contained.
This journey is all about you being and standing in your truth, but to
know your truth, you have to acknowledge the lies you have been
telling yourself, about who you truely are.
You do and are standing in your truth at all times, but it is not THE
TRUTH of who and what you are, it is what You Currently Believe
Yourself to Be in the Deepest Parts of yourself – out-pictured in your
reality, so you can see that which is unseen and know that which is
unknown (under your awareness).
Those unpleasant reflections in your current reality are there to Inform
and Teach you about beliefs that you hold about yourself. If they rub
you the wrong way, then in some way, you align with them - if you
believed otherwise - these unpleasant reflections of reality would not
bother you at all, you would immediately go into compassion and pray

for their benefit and release them to their Divine Paths as The
Perfection They Are, Without a Second Thought or a Second Glance.
At all times, you are in alignment with what you believe yourself to be,
while being out of alignment with Who You Really Are.
Until you are in Alignment with Your Truth Of Divine Love,
Unconditionally Loving, Unconditionally Cherishing, and
Unconditionally Accepting Yourself - these unpleasant out-picturing’s in
your reality will not cease. It is only by Loving, Cherishing and
Accepting Yourself - That You Will Heal Your World.
There would not be those who act unloving and unkind to you, if you
were not being unloving and unkind to yourself - or your vibration
would not have attracted them or that situation to you.
There would not be those judging you, if you were not sitting in
judgement of (at some level, from this lifetime or carried over from
other lifetimes) yourself.
Don't you see? This Life is all about You Seeing The Without as a
Reflection of The Within, so You can Self-Heal!
If you Truely Unconditionally Loved and Cherished Everything That You
Equate as You (to where there is no good, nor bad, nor ugly - there is
only You Loving Everything About You - Seeing Everything About You as
Beautiful) and Fully Accepted All Aspects of Yourself, there would be
nothing that another could do or say or out-picture at you that would
cause you a nano-second of pause, because you would know The Truth
of You and you would not perceive anything of their out-picturing at
you as Worthy of You, nor as truth on any level.

Those people, places, situations - whether in memory or currently
out-picturing in your reality, are only there to let you know what you
have left to heal within yourself, by telling you what you have not let go
of (still holding onto that is no longer serving you that you need to
release), what you have not accepted about yourself (That You In Fact
Are Divine Love In Form), what you have not forgiven about yourself
(perceptions of self-error when the Entire Cosmos Is Perpetual
Perfection - there never has been a mistake - everyone and everything
has always been perfect for every soul to grow on their path), what you
cannot see, because it is under your awareness.
These places of rub, are showing up, for your behalf, so you can have
more of You, be more of You, sing more of You with Joy - by no longer
aligning with the container of: Self-Judgement, Self-Loathing,
Self-Blame, Self-Criticism, Self-Questioning, etc.
Life is all just a huge exercise in Greater Levels of Self-Awareness as you
begin to accept the Full Truth of Who and What You Truely Are!
You Are Divine Love. You Were NEVER Meant To Be Contained.
How Could A Complete Hologram Of The One (Each of Us Are a
Complete Copy of The Totality of The One Beingness), Ever Be
Contained?
Divine Is The Wind, That Blows From Everywhere, All At The Same Time.
Divide It A Thousand, Thousand, Thousand Times and Each Sub-Atomic
Particle of Unseen, Wields the Power of the Entire Cosmos.
You have lived as human too long. It is Time To Remember Your
Truth. Do not accept the judgment of man as Truth, use this
outpicture of external judgement (From The Without Direction) as the
Gift it is, to ferret out anywhere within yourself there exists
Self-Judgement and Self-Blame (Inside the Within Direction) and once

and for all extinguish it's containment of Your Expression of Divine Love
Light.
You Are God and Goddess, Within a Human Form. You Hold the
Power of All Worlds in the Palm of Your Hand and By Your Heart Do You
Create Your Reality.
If You Know Yourself as Gods, Would you ever allow anyone (Even
Yourself) to speak so unlovingly to yourself? Would you allow other's
opinions of you (Even Those You Love or Revere) to supersede your own
knowing of your Godhood?
Would you permit any malignment to your Divine, If You Truely
Believed it to Be So? This is the road we are All on. To become so
Self-Identified as Divine that no out-picturing of the contrary even
creates so much as a blip on our emotional radar and our vision is as
clear as seeing the Earth from Outer Space, where Everything is
Beautiful, Blessed and One.
Aho! You Are All Such Beautiful Lights! I Love You! Shine With All
the Might Within Each of Your Hearts! And Light the World! Aho!

